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Introduction
The intention of this tool kit is to inform, invite and engage
you in exploring and challenging the hypersexualized
world that surrounds you.

Hypersexualization ....
Creates a culture in which youth face a tremendous
amount of pressure to look and act sexy and are
stressed about their appearance
Normalizes the objectification of girls and women
Targets boys and men too
Boys and men are also objectified and ridiculed
according to pre-set definitions of masculinity
Maintains a climate of violence against girls and
women
Uses the easy availability of pornography as a source of
education about sex and relationships
Distorts the notion of what consent is
Standardizes behaviours that should be considered
inappropriate
Robs everyone of their ability to experience genuine
intimacy and healthy relationships
Is not concerned with highlighting your strengths,
values or unique personality traits
Strives to minimize, trivialize, desensitize, and criticize
your individuality
Is directly linked with 3 of the most common mental
health problems of girls and women; eating disorders,
low self-esteem, and depression
Is perpetuated by corporations, the pornography
industry and the media for the sake of profit

We hope you use these tools well and often.
We hope you add new and relevant materials
to promote discussion and analysis.
We hope you are empowered!

Introduction
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Movies
Generation M:
Misogyny and Culture, 2008
Looks specifically at misogyny and sexism in mainstream
American media, exploring how negative definitions of
femininity and hateful attitudes towards women get
constructed and perpetuated at the very heart of our popular
culture. The film tracks the destructive dynamics of misogyny
across a broad range of media phenomena including the
hypersexualization of commercial products aimed at girls and
the explosion of violence in video games aimed at boys. Go to

Advocate
for Yourself
and Others .

www.mediaed.org for additional resources to discuss using
this video.
(Duration 1 hour, has snippets that may be used for shorter
viewing) Grade 9-12

Sexy Inc:
Our Children Under Influence. 2007
Documentary analyzes the hypersexualization of our
environment and its noxious effects on young people.
Psychologists, teachers and school nurses criticize the
unhealthy culture surrounding our children, where marketing
and advertising are targeting younger and younger audiences
and bombarding them with sexual and sexist images. Sexy
Inc. suggests various ways of countering hypersexualization
and the eroticization of childhood and invites us to rally
against this worrying phenomenon.
(Duration 45 Minutes) Grade 9-12.
The National Film Board of Canada.

Movies
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Doc Zone
“Sext Up Kids”, 2012
This documentary features sexualization of girls, Gail DinesAnti-pornography author, tweeting, texting, teens and chat,
the internet and sex in the lives of youth.
(Duration 1 Hour) Grade 9-12. CBC

Killing Us Softly 4 :
Advertising’s Images of Women, 2010
In this new highly anticipated update of her pioneering
“Killing Us Softly” series, the first in more than a decade,

Be the
change
you want
to see in
the world.

Jean Kilbourne takes a fresh look at how advertising traffics
in distorted and destructive ideals of femininity. The film
marshals a range of new print and television
advertisements to lay bare a stunning pattern of damaging
gender stereotypes – images and messages that too often
reinforce unrealistic and unhealthy perceptions of beauty,
perfection, and sexuality. By bringing Kilbourne’s
groundbreaking analysis to update, “Killing Us Softly 4”
stands to challenge a new generation of students to take
advertising seriously and to think critically about popular
culture and its relationship to sexism, eating disorders and
gender violence.
Duration 45 minutes - Grades 7-12
“Killing Us Softly 4” – Study Guide on Flash Drive and DVD
titled Additional Resources.

Movies
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Video Clips
Candy Land
Seeks to explain what hypersexualization is and how it is
meshed into just about every aspect of society in the 21st
century and how it has evolved into a negative movement
many people are completely desensitized to.
Duration 3 minutes Grades 7-12

Body Image and Eating Disorders
A critique of how media messaging contributes to sexual
violence, personal confidence and body image. Concluding
with positive messages about combating negative imaging.
Duration 3 minutes Grades 7-12

Resist
Male Defined
Standards
of Female
Beauty.

Clothes Off
This video seeks to illustrate the hypersexualization of
alcohol, vehicles, cosmetics, children, language and how
individual people are tricked everyday by the images and
sexual euphemisms presented through mass media.
Duration 3 minutes Grades 7-9

Video Clips
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Predatory Drugs
Illustrates concepts around consent, predatory drugs,
behavior, victims and the prosecution of drug facilitated
sexual assault.
Duration 4 minutes Grades 9-12

Body Image/ Hypersexualization
Shows all the various ways a healthy body image is under
attack, contributing to various eating disorders. Finishing up
with a positive message as how people should really feel
about themselves no matter what their size is.
Duration 5 minutes Grades 9-12

How to Stop Sexual Assault

Don’t let
what you
cannot do
interfere
with what
you can
do.

A video about how to make a difference and join the
movement to prevent and stop sexual violence.
Duration 3 minutes Grades 9-12

How to Make a Difference
Focuses on the ability of every individual to make a difference.
It illustrates how media influences people, and how we can
challenge it to be a voice for change. We can make the
difference ourselves: Learn, talk, collaborate, and think.
Duration 4 minutes Grades 7-12

All video clips are on DVD titled Youth Created Videos &
Power Points.

Video Clips
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Hypersexualization
Power Points
There are three Power Points for Junior/SeniorHigh
Students.

1. Hypersexualization (Junior Level)
This Power Point was put together by a 2011 summer
student at the Tri-County Women’s Centre. It makes
reference to TV programming which hypersexualizes
young girls. There is a quick exercise that can be done
with a group as part of the Power Point.

2. Sexual Violence/Hypersexualization

The Only
Person I
Can
Change
is Myself.

(Junior Level)

3. Sexual Violence/Hypersexualization
(Senior Level)
Both presentations (2 and 3) detail concepts such as sexual
violence, consent, hypersexualization, etc. Examples are
looked at through a 21st century societal scope examining
cartoons, Halloween costumes, children’s toys and video
games. The presentations include an approach on how to
work towards a positive mind set for society today.

Power Points are found on DVD titled Youth Created
Videos and Power Points.

Hypersexualization Power Points
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Activities and
Workshops
JUNIOR HIGH
Pg. 11 Magazine cut outs

SENIOR HIGH
Pg. 12 Advertisement analysis
Pg. 13 Creation of a video/or small documentary
Pg. 14 Predatory Drugs Workshop

Fight
Sexism

JUNIOR/ SENIOR HIGH
Pg. 15 Ask/Consent
Pg. 16 Create own version of the ASK poem
Pg. 17 Analyzing Relationships and Understanding Consent
Pg. 19 Creation of a Newspaper Article/Information Poster
Pg. 20 Myths vs. Facts Activity
Pg. 21 Jeopardy Game
Pg. 22 Documentary Analysis
Pg. 23 Gender Stereotyping
Pg. 24 Children’s Classics: A Retrospect on Sexual Violence.” A Play
Pg. 25 Candy Land
Pg. 26 Body Image & Eating Disorder Tool
Pg. 27 Bridget Word Activity
Pg. 28 Focus Groups ~ “How To Facilitate”

Activities & Workshops
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Magazine Cut Outs
Objective
 To help students understand the power of messaging,

and how magazines are geared toward a certain
audience.
 To identify key differences and similarities in various
adult and teen magazines.

Materials
Pictures found in Magazine Cut Outs Folder on Flash
Drive. Each picture is identified by the magazine it
came from.
A computer
Critical thoughts.
Time frame needed: 30 - 45 minutes

Process

Leave an
Abusive
Relationship
as Soon as
You
Recognize
It.

1. Have students look at various pictures on the flash drive.
2. Ask them to describe what they are seeing.
3. Ask them to state which pictures are from a
teen/women magazine and which are from a
pornographic magazine.
4. Afterwards, state how many answers were right or
wrong.
5. Questions to consider asking:
Why it is difficult to identify which magazine the
cut outs came from.
What other key issues have occurred to you as a
result of this exercise.

Activities & Workshops
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Advertisement Analysis
Objective


To help students understand the power of messaging
and how ads are geared toward a certain audience.



To identify what the advertisement is for, who is it
targeting, and what the overall message might be.

Materials
Pictures found in Advertisement Analysis Folder on Flash
Drive…Each picture is identified by advertiser
Markers, pencils, pens
A white board, flip chart or loose leaf paper

Change
your
thoughts
and you
change your
world.

Critical thoughts
Time frame needed: 45 minutes

Process
Have students individually look at various pictures on the
flash drive or any advertisements you have. Students may
break into groups – each tackling a different ad.
1. Ask students to be aware of what products an ad is
trying to sell.
2. Ask them to evaluate how often the item being
advertised is clearly shown
3. How often do they have NO idea about what an ad is
trying to sell?
4. If the item is not being shown, what else is being sold?
5. What is the overall message?

Activities & Workshops
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Creation of a Video or
Small Documentary
Objective
 To create an informative video that will help further
educate peers, parents, and the broader community.
 Broaden film and video skills.

Materials
Pre-loaded advertisements on the flash drive
Voice clips or interviews from peers, teachers, etc.
Images, etc.
Video Equipment
Time frame needed: Unsure

Process

Use Your
Creativity
and
Create a
Better
World.

1. Have students create a video that will present factual
information on the topic they wish to explore.
2. Create your own voice clips or interviews from peers,
teachers, etc.
*See example of documentary /video on flash drive.
For example Candy Land and Body Image.

Activities & Workshops
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Predatory Drugs
Workshop
Objective
 To show the connection between hypersexualization and
sexual violence as it relates to the use of predatory
drugs.

Materials
Predatory Drugs Information sheet see Appendices)
Body Image and Hypersexualization video (5 minutes
long found on Flash Drive)
Predatory Drugs video (5 minutes long found on Flash
Drive)
How To Stop Sexual Assault video (5 minutes long found
on Flash Drive)
Questions To Facilitate Discussion (see Appendices)
Time frame needed: 1hour

Yes means
yes, no
means no,
maybe
means no,
drunk yes
means no.

Process
1. Familiarize yourself with the materials and information
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

surrounding the topic.
Show Body Image & Hypersexualization video and
discuss
Show Predatory Drugs video and discuss
Use the Questions To Facilitate Discussions Sheet
Show How to Stop Sexual Assault video
Brainstorm ideas of how to prevent sexual violence in
our school and community.

Resources
1. Avalon Zine found in the Tool Kit

Activities & Workshops
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ASK for Sexual Consent
Objective
 To enhance the knowledge of participants as to “What is

Consent and What is Not?”
 To increase their comfort level when communicating

about consent.

Materials
Flip chart paper
Markers
See Resource List Below
Time Frame needed: 1 hour

Process

Consent
Means You
Are Giving
Permission.

Use ASK card to start the conversation.
Brainstorm the questions like:
o What is your understanding of consent?
o What barriers may arise when communicating about
issues of consent?
o How could you communicate more openly?

Resources
ASK…for sexual consent poster.
o (On Flash Drive and in Appendices)
Youth Guide To Consent
o (On Flash Drive and in Appendices)
ASK Card
o (On Flash Drive, paper copy in Tool Kit and sheet to
copy from in Appendices)

Activities & Workshops
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Create Own Version of
the ASK Poem/Message
Objective
 To find your own words for your understanding of
consent.

Materials
ASK card sheet found on Flash Drive and Appendices.
Photocopy only side saying “ASK” (not the poem)
Flip chart paper and markers
Time Frame needed: 1 hour

CONSENT
is essential in
any healthy
relationship.

Process
1. Have each participant write a line to be used in the
poem.
2. Put all poem lines in a hat.
3. Have each participant pick one entry out of the hat, and
read it out to the person capturing the new poem.
4. Record each line on a flip chart, or white board.
5. Hand out ASK poem card with the blank back, have each
person write a NEW poem or message on it.

Resources
1. ASK Card – On Flash Drive and in Appendices

Activities & Workshops
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Analysing Relationships and
Understanding Consent
Objective
 To distinguish between healthy and unhealthy

characteristics of a relationship.
 To understand how good communication is critical to the

issues of asking for and giving consent for sexual activity.

Materials
Flip Chart paper and markers
Scissors, glue, tape
Handouts listed below

Relationships
are based on
equality.

Time Frame needed: 1 hour

Process
1. Using flip chart paper, write the words Healthy and
Unhealthy Relationships. Ask the group to brainstorm
words that describe both.
2. What does consent look like when it is given and not
given?
3. Discuss the importance of consent in relationships;
especially intimate relationships. How do consent and
relationships relate to one another?

Discussion
What is the legal age of consent? How is consent given?
Is sex without consent a crime?
Discuss what the results look like on flip chart papers.
What stands out about the pasted responses? What
surprised you in doing this exercise? What did you learn
that you didn’t know before today?

Activities & Workshops
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Resources
1. Avalon Sexual Assault Centre’s Material
www.avaloncentre.ca
2. NS Health and Promotion Handbook
A Healthy Sexuality Resource, 2004
www.gov.ns.ca/ohp
3. Sexual Health Centre, Lunenburg County
www.LunCo.cfsh.info
10 Ways to Reply to this Pressure Line brochure.

Additional Handouts
Youth Guide to Consent,
Sexual Assault Zine (In Tool Kit)
Youth Guide to Dating Sexual Assault
Myths and Facts About Sexual Assault
Characteristics of Healthy & Unhealthy Relationships

Take
Time to
Hear your
Inner
Voice.

Note: Handouts can be found on the Flash Drive in
Folder titled Analysing Relationships and also in the
Appendices.

Activities & Workshops
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Creation of a Newspaper
Article/Information Poster
Objective
 To raise awareness about Hypersexualization, and Sexual
Violence
 To create an informative article that will help further
educate peers, parents and the broader community.

Materials
Paper and pen or a computer
A recorder (if they wish to do an interview)
Hypersexualization Power points on Flash Drive

Be The
Voice For
Change!

Time frame needed: Unsure

Process
Have a student or students write a newspaper article or
create a poster that will:
Help to raise awareness within the school or community,

Discussion
What was the objective of the article or poster?
Who is your target audience?
What is your primary message?

Activities & Workshops
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Myths vs. Facts Activity
(About Sexual Assault)
Objective
 To help students understand preconceived ideas.
 To help them begin to identify possible stereotypes or
stigmas they may believe about sexual violence.

Materials
Flash cards found in Tool Kit
Myths and Facts Answer Guide to be used with Flash
Cards. Can be found in Folder titled Myths & Facts on
FlashDdrive and in appendices.
Time frame needed: 45 minutes

Process
1. Break students into groups
2. Give each group a flash card (there is a myth pile and a
fact pile)
3. Have students link their myth to another group’s fact.
4. Bring it back in for an overall discussion
a. What did people previously think?
b. What was shocking about the facts?
c. How does this affect someone who may be
coping with issues of sexual violence?

Equality
between men
and women
exists when
both sexes
are able to
share equally
in the
distribution
of power and
influence.

Resources
Myths & Facts About Sexual Assault on Flash Drive
and in Appendices
Sexual Assault What You Need to Know Brochure
from the Legal Information Society
Sexual Assault: The Law and Other Definitions
Brochure from Avalon Sexual Assault Centre
How to Support Someone Who Has Been Sexually
Assaulted - Information Sheet in Appendices

Activities & Workshops
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Jeopardy Game
Objective
 To help broaden the knowledge around the topic of
Hypersexualization and Sexual Violence.

Materials
A computer with Power Point capabilities
The Jeopardy Game Scoring Template
Time frame needed: 1 hour

Process
1. Create 4 teams.
2. Have something such as a bell, whistle or noise maker to
identify which team has the possible answer first.
3. Have students answer questions their peers have
outlined in the jeopardy game.
4. Have them discuss what they have learned.
5. What did they already know? What was new to them?
6. How do they feel about the new issue/topic information
they have been presented with?

Many
studies show
that sex
education
promotes
responsible
attitudes
and
behaviour.

Resources
Four categories for Jeopardy Game, located on the Flash
Drive, is provided as a guide for you to add to.

Activities & Workshops
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Documentaries
Objective
 To raise awareness about Hypersexualization and Sexual
Violence.
 To help students begin to think critically about the issues
presented in the documentary.

Materials
A computer and possibly a projector
Documentary of your choice or any of those found in the
Tool Kit
Paper and writing tools
Critical thinking
Time frame needed: 1 hour

Process

Many of the
images used in
fashion, media
and pop culture
are
photo-shopped
and create a
distorted sense
of beauty.

1. Have students watch short clips from the documentary
(or if you have more time the whole documentary).
2. Have them discuss what they saw and how they feel
about it
a. What needs to change?
b. Were there any surprises?
c. How may it affect other people?
3. Have them brainstorm ideas of how to raise awareness
or work towards a change in public opinion.

Resources
How to be a Critical Media Viewer Fact Sheets,
found on Flash Drive and in Appendices.
“Generation M”, “Sexy Inc.”, “Sext Up Kids”, “Killing Us
Softly 4” videos included in the Tool Kit

Activities & Workshops
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Gender Stereotyping
Objective
 To understand how sexual stereotyping impacts sexual
violence.

Materials
White board or bristle board
Markers
Time frame needed: 30 minutes

Process
1. Divide the bristle board or whiteboard into two sections.
2. Write men on one section and women on the other.
3. Ask: What are some physical and emotional gender
traits?
4. How does gender stereotyping impact females/males
vulnerability to sexual violence?

Feminists are
Men’s Best
Friends.
They have
always
challenged
gender
stereotyping.

You may want to explore and research the effects of gender
stereotyping and bring that information to this discussion.

Activities & Workshops
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Children’s Classic: A
Retrospect on Sexual
Violence/A Play
Objective
 To raise awareness about sexual violence, consent, and
healthy relationships through the use of classical stories
many people know and enjoy.

Materials
Script for the play
(you will need access to a computer, paper and a printer in
order to print the Play from the Flash Drive)
At least 6 actors
Performance location
Props you feel may fit the play well
o It can be performed without costumes and props.
Costumes required only at “Cinderella” scene.

By
changing
nothing,
nothing
changes.

Time frame needed:
At least a month to practice and 30- 40 minutes to perform.

Process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose your performers
Practice the lines from the script
Create props if you chose to
And lastly perform

Resources
1. Script for the Play is located on the Flash Drive in folder
titled Children’s Classic – A Play
* This is a great project for a drama class or students wishing
to raise awareness in their school or boarder community
about the effects of sexual violence.

Activities & Workshops
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Candy Land Activity
Objective
 To raise awareness about hypersexualization and its vast
presence in numerous aspects of society especially in
Western Culture.

Materials
Candy Land video (located on the Flash Drive or DVD
in the Binder)
Critical analysis questions for a group discussion
Time frame needed: 1 hour

Process
1. Show the Candy Land video
2. Allow participants to process the video
3. Begin a group discussion. You may use the questions
provided or create your own.

Get
Angry.
Get
Active.

Resources
1. Candy Land Videos on Flash Drive and on DVD titled
Youth Created Videos & Power points
2. Candy Land Discussion Questions on Flash Drive and
copy in Appendices
3. What is Hypersexualization Brochure in the Tool Kit,
in Appendices and on Flash Drive

Activities & Workshops
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Body Image and Eating
Disorders Tool
Objective
 To connect the topics of body image and eating
disorders.

Materials – All resources can be found in folder titled
“Body Image” on Flash Drive
Body Image and Eating Disorders Video
Thinspiration Power point
Body Image Brochure – also found in Appendices
Time Frame needed: 1 - 1.5 hours

Process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Love Your
Body and
Everything
It Does
For You.

Go to Folder on Flash Drive titled “Body Image”.
Show the Body Image and Eating Disorders Video
Show the Thinspiration Video
Show and discuss the Thinspiration Power point
Discuss Thinspiration video
Refer to Body Image Brochure
Open the discussion about their reaction to the images
and information presented

Activities & Workshops
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Bridget Word Activity:
Using Sex to Sell a Product
Objective
 To educate junior high students about
hypersexualization and its affects on body image.

Materials
Magazines (1 for every 2 students)
Bridget pictures - located on the Flash Drive and in
Appendices)
Notes about Bridget to explain who she is
Notes about what hypersexualization is and how it
affects youth.
Time Frame needed: 1 - 1.5 hours

Process

Due to
public
opposition
this
campaign
was
stopped.

1. Have students go through magazines and find ads

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

that use sex as a way to sell products that have
nothing to do with sex.
Lay all the cut out words down on the floor or table
surrounding the pictures of Bridget.
Sitting in a circle have the participants place the
words on the picture of Bridget that they feel
reflects the image they are looking at
Have them discuss why they chose the words they
did
Explain the Bridget Campaign
Explain hypersexualization and its affects on youth
As a positive closing experience, participants can
choose an image in the magazine that reflects their
mood that day or that week. Go around the circle
and explain their choices.

Resources
1. Bag of words - on Flash Drive document of Descriptive
Words for Bridget Activity)
2. Bridget pictures – on Flash Drive
3. What is Bridget Campaign – On Flash Drive

Activities & Workshops
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How to Do a
Focus Group
Objective
 How to plan and conduct a focus group

What are focus groups?
A group of participants that share their opinions,
thoughts, feelings, attitudes on a topic.
a) It encourages discussion about a particular
topic.
b) It is a quick, easy tool to gather information.
c) Provides an opportunity to learn more about a
topic or issue.

Preparing a Focus Group
1. Identify the objective of the session, “Why do you

want to have a focus group”?
2. Carefully develop/select four to six questions
3. Get in touch with potential participants.
Remember to have a good representation from all
groups of youth (male, female, grade levels and or
interests)
A group of 10 to 15 participants is good
A few days before the session give them a
reminder
Have a facilitator and a recorder selected to
conduct the session

Hold Violent
People
Responsible
for Their
Choice to
Perpetuate
Violence.

Developing Questions
1. Focus group sessions should last about 45 minutes to
an hour.
2. Always ask yourself what problem or need will be
addressed by the information gathered during the
session.
3. Always use “OPEN ENDED” questions, for example:

How to Do a Focus Group
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a. “When you think about the words “Sexual
Violence”, what are the words that come to
your mind”?
b. “What is happening in your school or
community to address “Sexual Violence”?
4. Remember four to six questions are sufficient.

Planning the Sessions
1. Scheduling
a. Session should be no more than 45 minutes to
an hour long
b. Over lunch time seems to be a very good time
for people to attend
2. Setting
a. Choose a location where participants will feel
comfortable
b. Try to place chairs so that all participants can
see each other
3. Ground Rules
a. Stay focused on topic
b. Everyone should have a chance to speak
c. Participants give their opinion
4. Agenda/Session
a. Be sure to welcome everyone
b. Do introductions of facilitator and recorder
c. Review the goal of the session and a brief
history of why you have organized the focus
group

Be a
leader and
positive
role model
to your
peers.

Conducting the Focus Group
Materials you may need for the session
Flip Chart Paper or a tape recorder
Makers
Masking Tape
List of participants
Watch or clock
Time Frame needed is 45 minutes to an hour

How to Do a Focus Group
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Three Parts of a Focus Group
1. The opening is the time the facilitator welcomes the
group.
Introduce the recorder and facilitator.
Introduce the purpose of the focus group and how
the information gathered will be used.
Let each participant introduce themselves
2. The question section is where you ask the questions
that you designed…
You may want to clarify the question or use a
probing question to get more information
Keep tract of the time as you have to remember
the number of questions you have and give time to
be able to ask all the questions
3. The closing section wraps up the focus group.
This includes thanking the participants.
Giving them a chance to give a last comment.
Telling them how the data will be used.

The
relationships
that you make
in your teens
will teach you
some of the
most
important
lessons about
who you are.

These Items Will Help Ensure Success
Set the tone; participants should have fun and feel
good about the session.
Make sure every participant is heard; draw out quieter
group members.
Get full answers (not just “we need money” but “we
need more money to hire a person to answer the
phone”).
Monitor the time closely ~ do not exceed time limits
Keep the discussion on track.
Avoid personal confrontation.
Respect someone’s right to be quiet at any point
during the session.

How to Do a Focus Group
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Pamphlets & Booklets
(Included in Tool Kit)
Pamphlets
1. Sexual Assault (What You Need to Know)
Legal Information Society of N.S.
2. Sexual Assault: The Laws and other Definitions
Avalon Sexual Assault Centre, Halifax N.S.
3. Youth Guide To Consent
Avalon Sexual Assault Centre
4. Youth Guide To Dating Sexual Assault
Avalon Sexual Assault Centre

Booklets
Sexual Assault Happens/SANE

Bullying
is a
Form of
Violence

o Antigonish Women’s Resource Centre
and Sexual Assault Services
Sexual Assault
o Avalon Sexual Assault Centre
Halifax, N.S.

*Additional copies of pamphlets may be ordered
through the Avalon website (www.avaloncentre.ca)

Pamphlets & Booklets
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Websites
www.about-face.org
A website which promotes self-esteem and positive body
image by illustrating ways in which the media can damage
individual wellness. It seeks to help provide women with the
tools to recognize the harmful messages and combat them.

kickaction.ca
Is a blog young women and girls can access and contribute
positive messages in order to combat the negative sexual
images and messages that bombard the world. It is a way to
access resources, as well as share feelings, and post artistic
work all the while contributing to positive social change.

www.mystrength.org
A website which seeks to raise awareness about rape and

Media literacy
empowers people
to be both critical
thinkers and
creative
producers
of an increasingly
wide range of
messages using
image, language,
and sound.

promote the positive message that strength in a relationship
should not be as a way to dominate and overpower
someone, rather it should be used to protect as well as being
used as an ally in the promotion of positive change.

criaw-icref.ca/#ViolenceagainstWomenandGirls
This website is for the Canadian Research Institute for the
Advancement of Women. It gives news updates, resources,
provides volunteer opportunities for those wishing to
contribute to a positive social cause, in addition to various
other options.

Websites
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www.mediaed.org
Educational Videos about Media, Culture, and Society The
Media Education Foundation produces and distributes
documentary films and other educational resources to inspire
critical thinking about the social, political, and cultural impact
of North American mass media.

www.women.gov.ns.ca
Advancing Equality, Fairness, & Dignity for all women in
Nova Scotia
The Nova Scotia Advisory Council was established in 1977
under the Advisory Council on the Status of Women Act and
the Advisory Council on the Status of Women Regulations. It
was created to educate the public and advise the provincial
government on issues of interest and concern to women.

www.sexrespectconsent.com

Fight
Homophobia,
Racism,
Sexism, and
all forms of
Social
Oppression.

Learning - Educating - Creating.
Equality - Fairness - Dignity.
Confronting issues of abuse through art.
A youth led art project focusing on women and the
naturalness of their sexualities, the respect of their bodies
and importance of consent. Promoting self-confidence and
self-respect while attempting to expose and destroy the
cultures of rape, victim blaming, and abuse.
Funded by the Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of
Women and the Nova Scotia Department of Justice. The art
portion of the project has three different components:
photograph, spoken word poetry and prose, as well as
sculpture.
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www.nssexualhealth.ca
Yarmouth Centre for Sexual Health
An Affiliate Centre of Planned Parenthood
Six of these centres provide information, education,
resources, referrals, condoms, and pregnancy testing
throughout Nova Scotia. Halifax Sexual Health Centre
(Halifax) which, in addition to the above services, is the only
member that has a clinic and can provide medical services
such as birth control prescriptions, Pap test, STI testing and
anonymous HIV testing.

www.nsvrc.org
The National Sexual Violence Resource Center (NSVRC)
identifies develops and disseminates resources regarding all

Truth
never
damages
a cause
that is
just.

aspects of sexual violence prevention and intervention.
Activities include training and technical assistance, referrals,
consultation, and systems advocacy, online tools, resource
library, capacity-building, integrating research findings with
community-based projects, coordinating Sexual Assault
Awareness Month, and sponsoring national conferences and
events. The NSVRC was founded by the Pennsylvania
Coalition Against Rape in 2000. Although based in the U.S.,
the NSVRC offers technical assistance and resources that
assist communities and programs on a global scale.

www.about-face.org
About-Face’s mission is to equip women and girls with tools
to understand and resist harmful media messages that
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affect self-esteem and body image. Our blog has all the most
important gender-related happenings and news about
women/girls in media…lead our media and body image
workshop in your school or group! Get updates on our
curriculum.

www.kickaction.ca
kickaction.ca is an online community of young women
acting for social change across Canada. A space for members
of Girls Action Foundation's Young Women's Network as well
as young women seeking to connect with others,
kickaction.ca is a platform to blog, access resources, profile

Pornography
Lies
About
Women and
Men

creative work, and find inspiration to change the world.

Stop Porn Culture
www.mystrength.org
Our mission is to provide leadership, vision and resources

stoppornculture.org

for rape crisis centers, individuals and other entities
committed to ending sexual violence. We created this site to
help you as a Man of Strength, so you can learn about other
young men like yourself who are living a life based on
equality, caring and respect. Here at MyStrength.org, you are
an ally in taking action in your community to stop rape.

http://criaw-icref.ca
Canadian Research Institute for the
Advancement of Women.
We are the only women’s organization in Canada focused
exclusively on nurturing feminist research and making it
accessible for public advocacy and education. All CRIAW
activities flow from an overarching goal taking action to
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advance to provide tools to help organizations taking action
to advance social justice for all women.

www.avaloncentre.ca
Provides services for those affected by sexual violence, with
primary emphasis on support, education, counselling and
leadership/advocacy services for women. The Avalon Sexual
Assault Centre is a feminist organization working to eliminate
sexual assault/abuse, and to change the current sociopolitical culture that fosters sexism, social injustice and other
forms of oppression.

www.halifax.ca/menendingviolenceagainstwome
Halifax Regional Police – Don’t Be A Bystander Campaign
This video campaign aims to empower each of us to be more
than a bystander. We want to help create a culture that
stands up against abusive attitudes and behaviors directed

Advertisers
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towards women early on, before they’ve had the chance to
escalate to violence. We hope to teach bystanders some
simple ways to express that degrading, abusive and violent
attitudes and behaviors directed towards women aren’t
acceptable and won’t be tolerated.

www.lunco.cfsh.info/SHIFT-pamphlets.html
Sexual Heath Centre Lunenburg County - The SHIFT
pamphlets: Sexual Health Information for Teens
They believe all people have the right to access information
regarding sexual health, and promote healthy sexuality
throughout the life span. They are a pro-choice, youth-
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positive organization, respectful of age, gender, sexual
orientation and diversity.

www.jacksonkatz.com/wmcd.html
Dr. Jackson Katz is an educator, author, filmmaker and social
theorist who has long been recognized as one of America's
leading anti-sexist male activists. He is internationally
recognized for his groundbreaking work in the field of gender
violence prevention education and critical media literacy. He
is also the creator and co-creator of educational videos for

Be On
The
Change
Team!

college and high school students, including Tough Guise:
Violence, Media, and the Crisis in Masculinity (2000),
Wrestling With Manhood (2002) and Spin the Bottle: Sex, Lies
and Alcohol (2004). His book, The Macho Paradox: Why Some
Men Hurt Women and How All Men Can Help, was published
in (2006).

POSTERS
1. http://www.jacksonkatz.com/wmcd.html
2. http://halifax.ca/menendingviolenceagainstwomen
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Community Resource
Contact Lists
The organizations listed below can assist you to know more
about preventing sexual violence. They also provide support
services if you, or someone you know, have been sexually
violated.

Digby
Tri County Women’s Centre - 245-6866
Toll Free: 1-877-742-0085
Juniper House -245-4789 Toll Free: 1-800-266-4087
Hospital Digby -Emergency Department - 245-1303
Digby Mental Health Centre - 245-4709
RCMP - Digby Detachment - 245-2579
RCMP - Meteghan Detachment - 645-2326
Victim Services -1-800-565-1805
Digby Crown Attorney’s Office - 245-4787

Shelburne

You can
make a
difference.
Be
informed.

Tri-County Women’s Centre - 875-4777
Toll Free: 1-877-742-0085
Juniper House -742-8689 Toll Free: 1-800-266-4087
Hospital Shelburne - Emergency Department - 875-4390
Shelburne Mental Health Centre – 875-4200
RCMP – Shelburne Detachment - 875-2490
RCMP - Barrington Detachment - 637-2325
Victim Services -1-800-565-1805
Shelburne Crown Attorney’s Office -742-2479

Yarmouth
Tri-County Women’s Centre - 742-0085
Toll Free: 1-877-742-0085
Juniper House - 742-8689 -Toll Free: 1-800-266-4087
Hospital Yarmouth - Emergency Department - 749-2396
Yarmouth Mental Health Centre -742-4222
RCMP – Yarmouth County Detachment -742-9106
RCMP - Yarmouth Town Detachment -742-8777
Victim Services - 1-800-565-1805
Yarmouth Crown Attorney’s Office -742-2479

Community Contact Lists
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Being a Voice for Change
The activities in this tool kit examine many
social issues pertaining to understanding and
preventing sexual violence and how our
hypersexualized (HSZ) culture impacts all of
us. It can seem overwhelming to try and
address, challenge, and correct the negative
impact HSZ has on all of us, both female and
males. Many people ask the question,

“How can I make a change,
I am just one person?”
Positive social change always begins with a
single seed that one person plants. The
individual holds the power to “plant that
seed.” That individual is YOU. You can be a
voice for change. Small changes can be made
by educating yourself on the issue. Go
another step and get creative:
Create posters

Use critical thinking

Develop videos to share
Organize events
Challenge closed-minded ideas
Or any other way that you feel can
contribute to making this a better world for
everyone. Remember everyone’s approach is
different.
See “How to Make a Difference” Video
Found on Flash Drive and on Youth Created DVD.

A Voice for Change
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Appendices
These resources are found in the Binder or in the Tool Kit
 Universal Declaration of Sexual Rights
 Profile of a Sexually Active Teen
 Characteristics of Healthy and Unhealthy Relationships
 Sexual Assault: The Laws and Other Definitions (Avalon Sexual Assault Centre)
 Myths and Facts About Sexual Assault
 Supporting Someone Who Has Been Sexually Assaulted (Fact Sheet)
 ASK ……. For Sexual Consent Poster (Avalon Sexual Assault Centre)
 Youth Guide to Consent Brochure (Avalon Sexual Assault Centre)
 ASK card (Avalon Sexual Health Centre)
 What Is Hypersexualization (Brochure)
 What Is Hypersexualization (Fact Sheet)
 Body Image (Brochure)
 Sexual Assault: Consent & Age of Consent
 Youth Guide To Dating Sexual Assault (Avalon Sexual Assault Centre)
 Predatory Drugs Information Sheet
 Questions To Facilitate Discussion
 Sexual Assault: What You Need To Know (Legal Information Society of Nova Scotia)
 10 Ways to Reply To This Pressure Line (Sexual Health Centre, Lunenburg County)
 Pictures of Bridget for Bridget Word Activity
 Myths & Facts Activity Answer Guide
 Candy Land Discussion Questions
 Open Letter to Halifax Harbour Bridges for Bridget Campaign
Being A Critical Media Viewer
1. How To Be A Critical Media Viewer ( Fact Sheet)
2. Deconstructing An Advertisement (Fact Sheet)
3. Deconstructing A Video Advertisement (Fact Sheet)
4. Techniques For Active Listening (Fact Sheet)
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